How significant were events at Little Rock Central High School in 1957?
SOURCE

1

LITTLE ROCK
SIGNIFICANT?
(Y/N)

YES

EVIDENCE





USEFUL REASONS WHY SOURCE IS /
SOURCE?
ISN’T USEFUL
(Y/N)

“Little Rock was extremely important to
the success of the Civil Rights Movement.
“The events were covered by the media in
the USA and across the globe.”

YES

“The students tried to go to school in
1957, yet white students were accused of
racism at the school until well into the
1970s.”

YES




People recognised the power of the
media in highlighting the issues
that these students were facing
It aided the support for the CRM
It shows that for years after the
events of Little Rock in the 1950s
that there was still a legacy of racism
You may want to question the reliability of the Author in Wikipedia

Y
ES



3

YES



“Many white students created cards saying ‘One down, eight to go…’”

YES



This demonstrated the level of racism and hatred that black American
students faced during these protests

4

YES



“The ‘Little Rock Nine’. He said that they
“climbed the steps of this school and
moved the entire USA.”

YES



Local resident and future President—Bill Clinton recognised the
important contribution and legacy
these students made.

5

YES



“I believe that the events at Little Rock in
1957 led to the beginning of a different
America.“

YES



The actions of Little Rock gathered
support from all across America
and highlighted the dawn of a
changing attitude towards racism in
the USA

6

YES



“In the state of Arkansas (where Little
Rock is), 35% of black students said they
had been subject to racist abuse.“

YES



It highlights the fact that although
with a smaller percentage of black students in comparison to the likes of Mississippi , that racism was prevalent and
occurred across many southern states
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